
SupportLogic SX: The first Support Experience (SX) 
management solution.

Customer support experience is now more critical to revenue growth than ever before.  
What if you could extract “signals” from your customer interactions, predict with pinpoint 
accuracy which cases need attention the most, assign the best available agent to every case,  
and act on the true Voice of the Customer to strengthen your customer relationships?


SupportLogic SX is the easy button to proactive support — helping you reduce backlog, 
reallocate resources, and optimize your support team to increase customer satisfaction and 
protect revenue. It also plugs in to what you already use — deploying on top of your ticketing 
system. Get started quickly and hit your support goals with no need to replace existing systems 
or IT investments. SupportLogic is made up of several applications designed to help support 
teams manage the customer experience:

Predict

Escalation Management

Assign

AI-Driven 
Case Assignment

SX™ Platform

SX Elevate

 Reduce costly escalation

 Improve CSA

 Increase CRM effectiveness with  
actionable workflows

 Improve case response and 
resolution tim

 Reduce agent frustratio

 Expand agent productivity

Elevate

Agent Coaching &  
Case Evaluation

Retain

Customer Sentiment & 
Health Score

 AI-based signal extractio

 Proactive recommendation

 Operations managemen

 Backlog optimization

 Automated alerts & notification

 Swarming & team collaboratio

 Seamless CRM integratio

 Messaging integration

S U P P O R T L O G I C  S X

Protect and Drive Revenue with a 
Proactive Support Experience



Legacy or 

Custom CRM

 Analyze 100% of cases for revie

 Coach with time-saving workflow

 Track agent skill developmen

 Reduce risk of agent burnout 

 Drive customer success with A

 Use customer sentiment as a 
leading indicato

 Loop in your entire organization on 
customer support health
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Predict: Escalation Management

Assign the best available agent, every time. SupportLogic SX 
resolves cases faster by automatically inferring urgency, 
complexity, and the skills required to resolve every case. 
Machine learning analyzes 100% of your cases and uses the 
following factors to find the best agent

 Prior relationship with the custome

 Availability compared to the predicted case duratio

 Backlog, weighted by complexity, priority, and proximity to resolutio

 Historical case data and emerging trends

Assign: AI-Driven Case Assignment

Harness machine learning to match 
the best agent to every case and 
reduce time to resolution

Predict and prevent costly case escalations. Give support 
leaders and escalation engineers everything they need to 
protect and nurture the customer relationship:

 Reduce escalations and better deploy resources with escalation 

prediction and management 

 Take decisive action with case ranking and prioritizatio

 Drive deep, actionable customer, case, and support insights with 

dashboards and analytics  

Predict escalations and protect 
customer value from a single, 
intuitive console

The heart of the application, SupportLogic SX transforms your 
support organization into a proactive, predictive operation

 Analyze customer interactions with AI-based signal extraction

 Stay on top of caseload and drive productivity with backlog managemen

 Focus on the cases that matter most with predictive alert

 Provide standout customer support with case swarming and collaboration

Act and prevent to improve  
the Support Experience
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SupportLogic SX Platform

Bandwidth

cases in the backlog:9

(+3 new cases assigned today, 
2 escalations)

Active case load: 

Company experience

Average Sentiment: 
Positive

Worked on 8 cases with this 
account.


Skills match

Experience working on cases with 
similar issues:

Ubuntu Linux i386

Case complexity match

Rachel’s cases

MediumLow High

This case

Rachel will be Out of Office 
from 05/10 to 05/15

!

10 AM 6 PM

5 PM9 AM

Customer interactionsOverall match (95%)

95%

96%

Red Hat Installation
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Discover what our customers already know: Significant reductions in escalations,  
case backlog, operational costs, and mean time to resolution (MTTR). 

Get started and see fast time-to-value.

SupportLogic is trusted by some of the world’s largest support organizations.  
To see it in action and discuss pricing, visit .

supportlogic.com
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Observe customer health signals and 
act to protect and grow revenue

Retain: Customer Growth & Health Score

Stay on top of every customer relationship by monitoring 
customer health and potential churn risks in one simple 
console. SupportLogic SX helps you optimize customer lifetime  
value with the following analytics tools

 Protect and grow revenue with churn analysis and predictio

 Discover trends and anomalies with customer sentiment analysis

 Monitor and drive customer success with account management tools 

Coach agents with critical insights and 
empower them to deliver an improved 
customer support experience

Elevate: Agent Coaching & Case Evaluation

Developyour agents and improve retention. Streamline agent 
coaching and case evaluation to shorten onboarding and 
enhance skills development — reducing agent attrition costs 
while boosting the customer experience

 Save time and align your support team with real-time coachin

 Continuously develop with agent skills trackin

 Take advantage of a comprehensive and complete case review and 

eveluation workflow that analyzes 100% of your cases

 Enforce your support standards with custom evaluation rubrics 

40% 35%
65%
40%

25%
25%

reduction in  
escalations

reduction in  
operations costs

reduction in  
case time review

reduction in  
case backlog

reduction in customer  
churn rates

reduction in mean  
time to resolution
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